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- ://notepad.io/c/O4G0CT5Jw - , @Nusadhaal.com @Nusadhaal.com Resources Saved byOn February 19, when
the Wuhan coronavirus went global, from the city of Wuhan in China, the world started to brace for the worst.

Global stocks plummeted, the travel industry shriveled and whole industries were closed. The virus, or COVID-19
as it's known, is not a life-threatening illness, but in China alone it has killed 18 people and infected more than

2,000. In the U.S., only ten confirmed cases have been reported, but that's a stark reminder of how small the world
has become since the world began a month ago to face this threat. In the last month, we've seen the global

economy crater, as major companies, including Ford, General Motors and Boeing have cut hundreds of thousands
of jobs. Boeing alone has lost about half a million. The virus has also deeply affected the travel and tourism

industries. And now, some long-standing norms are being put aside and the next month may prove to be even
more challenging as more countries shut down or restrict the movement of their people. An earlier version of this
story said that there are a total of eighteen confirmed cases of COVID-19 in the U.S. and ten deaths. While these
numbers may change as more cases are confirmed, there are a total of 10 confirmed cases and 3 deaths at this
time. The whole world's airlines have been taking a hit. Last month alone, they lost about $20 billion. In the week

ended February 21, the International Air Transport Association says more than 1.6 million new airline passengers,
or $4.8 billion, are expected. But in the next two weeks, according to the IATA, that will drop by another $11 billion,

the biggest drop in a year.
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